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Introduction

Indirect Detection a promising channel for the discovery 
of Dark Matter

Two classes of signals:
Monochromatic Photons

Continuum Photons
Direct annihilation to photons

Photons from decay of other 
SM particles, e.g. jets

Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope 
best observatory currently running
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Weniger Signal

Figure 4. Upper sub-panels: the measured events with statistical errors are plotted in black. The
horizontal bars show the best-fit models with (red) and without DM (green), the blue dotted line
indicates the corresponding line flux alone. In the lower sub-panel we show residuals after subtracting
the model with line contribution. Note that we rebinned the data to fewer bins after performing the
fits in order to produce the plots and calculate the p-value and the reduced !2

r ! !2/dof. The counts
are listed in Tabs. 1, 2 and 3.
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Signal
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where 2� lnL = ��2 and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) is the number of fit parameters.
In Fig. 2, the 1, 2, and 3 � contours are given by � lnL = 1.76, 4.01, and 7.08 (3 d.o.f.). The
respective contours are � lnL = 2.36, 4.86, and 8.13 (4 d.o.f.) for Fig. 5.

Next, we use this statistical procedure to show that the photon spectrum in the region of interest
is consistent with the presence of a photon line. For now, we assume that the photon continuum
does not contribute to the signal, reserving the case where Nann > 0 for the next section. Scanning
over m� and

✓�Z/�� ⌘ arctan
N�Z

N��
, (6)

while maximizing over ↵, �, and N�� , we find that the best fit point corresponds to

�
m�/GeV, ↵, �, N�� , ✓�Z/��

 
max

= {130, 2.67, 0.90, 31.2, 0} . (7)

The significance of this point relative to the best fit null model (power-law background) with
{↵, �}null = {2.64, 0.97} is equal to 5.6 �.4 Redoing the fits over the energy range 80–200 GeV,
which corresponds to the energy range used in [7] and [10], we find that the best fit point has a
significance of 4.32 �, which is comparable to what was previously reported.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of photon counts in the region of interest. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the best fit model (7) obtained by maximizing the likelihood function over the energy
range from 5–200 GeV. The spectrum is well-characterized by a single falling power-law and a peak
at 130 GeV comprised of ⇠30 photons. Figure 2 shows the 1, 2, and 3 � contours for points in
the ✓�Z/�� � m� plane. The best fit point is marked by an “X.” There is a clear symmetry in the
significance contours, with regions about 130 and 145 GeV each within 1� of the best fit model.
For the case of a 145 GeV dark matter, all the photons in the 130 GeV line are due to dark matter
annihilation to �Z, which is why ✓�Z/�� is maximal and N�� is minimal.
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FIG. 1: Photon counts within 3� degrees of the Galactic Center (black dots). The solid red line shows
the best fit model given in Eq. (7), assuming no continuum contribution. The dashed black line shows the
continuum spectrum for a 130 GeV dark matter annihilating into W+W� (arbitrary normalization).
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This quoted significance does not include the look-elsewhere e↵ect.

Performed our own extraction of 3’ GC region

Pass 7v6 (3.7 years)

Ultraclean 

Surprisingly clean
~10" counts

Signal ~ 30 events

Power Law BG+ Line
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Realistic Models

Typically have both ! ! & ! Z# signals

130 GeV (! Z#) &  145 GeV (! !) lines

130 GeV (! !) & 115 GeV (! Z#)  lines

Similar Strengths

Usually  $(! Z#) > $ (! ! )

What is the origin of this signal?
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Fitting to two Lines
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FIG. 2: Regions of 1, 2, and 3 � significance (filled contours) for ✓�Z/�� = arctan N�Z /N�� as a function of
mass for the case Nann = 0. The solid lines are contours of N�� + N�Z . The best fit point, marked with a
cross at m� = 130 GeV and ✓�Z/�� = 0, is given in Eq. (7).

Both [10] and [24] note that the presence of two lines at ⇠ 130 and 114 GeV is a slightly better
fit to the data; we reproduce the results in [24] when redoing our analysis with the data from [7].
However, for the region of interest analyzed in this work, the data prefer a single line at either 130
or 145 GeV, although two lines are consistent within 1 �.

III. CONTINUUM CONSTRAINT

Now that we have demonstrated the presence of a line (or pair of lines) in the Fermi data
at the Galactic Center, we explore correlated photon signals that are important for a wide class
of models. If the dark matter annihilates to Standard Model particles beyond �� and/or �Z,
additional photons are produced in the decay of these states. The Fermi data has been used
to place constraints on the resulting inclusive photon spectrum using a variety of methods [1–
6, 25, 26]. Currently, the strongest of these bounds comes from a search for � rays originating from
10 dwarf galaxies in the Milky Way over a 24 month period [3]. For annihilation to W bosons and
m� ' 130 GeV the bound is

�WW v . 10�25 cm3/s (Fermi dwarf Galaxy constraint). (8)

The constraint from stacked dwarfs rules out large regions of parameter space for models that can
potentially explain the 130 GeV � line. In the MSSM, for example, assuming the neutralino makes
up all the dark matter, this constraint rules out all models with 1

2��Zv +���v & O �
10�28 cm3/s

�
,

except for wino-bino mixed neutralinos.
Here, we derive a constraint on the ratio of the number of continuum photons to the number of

photons in the peak using the data from the Galactic Center. Specifically, we constrain the ratio

Rth ⌘ �ann

2 ��� + ��Z

, (9)
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where 2� lnL = ��2 and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) is the number of fit parameters.
In Fig. 2, the 1, 2, and 3 � contours are given by � lnL = 1.76, 4.01, and 7.08 (3 d.o.f.). The
respective contours are � lnL = 2.36, 4.86, and 8.13 (4 d.o.f.) for Fig. 5.

Next, we use this statistical procedure to show that the photon spectrum in the region of interest
is consistent with the presence of a photon line. For now, we assume that the photon continuum
does not contribute to the signal, reserving the case where Nann > 0 for the next section. Scanning
over m� and

✓�Z/�� ⌘ arctan
N�Z

N��
, (6)

while maximizing over ↵, �, and N�� , we find that the best fit point corresponds to

�
m�/GeV, ↵, �, N�� , ✓�Z/��

 
max

= {130, 2.67, 0.90, 31.2, 0} . (7)

The significance of this point relative to the best fit null model (power-law background) with
{↵, �}null = {2.64, 0.97} is equal to 5.6 �.4 Redoing the fits over the energy range 80–200 GeV,
which corresponds to the energy range used in [7] and [10], we find that the best fit point has a
significance of 4.32 �, which is comparable to what was previously reported.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of photon counts in the region of interest. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the best fit model (7) obtained by maximizing the likelihood function over the energy
range from 5–200 GeV. The spectrum is well-characterized by a single falling power-law and a peak
at 130 GeV comprised of ⇠30 photons. Figure 2 shows the 1, 2, and 3 � contours for points in
the ✓�Z/�� � m� plane. The best fit point is marked by an “X.” There is a clear symmetry in the
significance contours, with regions about 130 and 145 GeV each within 1� of the best fit model.
For the case of a 145 GeV dark matter, all the photons in the 130 GeV line are due to dark matter
annihilation to �Z, which is why ✓�Z/�� is maximal and N�� is minimal.
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FIG. 1: Photon counts within 3� degrees of the Galactic Center (black dots). The solid red line shows
the best fit model given in Eq. (7), assuming no continuum contribution. The dashed black line shows the
continuum spectrum for a 130 GeV dark matter annihilating into W+W� (arbitrary normalization).
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This quoted significance does not include the look-elsewhere e↵ect.

Can do a fit to both lines

Two lines work well

At 2$, any ratio is 
allowed
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Continuum Photons
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FIG. 2: Regions of 1, 2, and 3 � significance (filled contours) for ✓�Z/�� = arctan N�Z /N�� as a function of
mass for the case Nann = 0. The solid lines are contours of N�� + N�Z . The best fit point, marked with a
cross at m� = 130 GeV and ✓�Z/�� = 0, is given in Eq. (7).

Both [10] and [24] note that the presence of two lines at ⇠ 130 and 114 GeV is a slightly better
fit to the data; we reproduce the results in [24] when redoing our analysis with the data from [7].
However, for the region of interest analyzed in this work, the data prefer a single line at either 130
or 145 GeV, although two lines are consistent within 1 �.

III. CONTINUUM CONSTRAINT

Now that we have demonstrated the presence of a line (or pair of lines) in the Fermi data
at the Galactic Center, we explore correlated photon signals that are important for a wide class
of models. If the dark matter annihilates to Standard Model particles beyond �� and/or �Z,
additional photons are produced in the decay of these states. The Fermi data has been used
to place constraints on the resulting inclusive photon spectrum using a variety of methods [1–
6, 25, 26]. Currently, the strongest of these bounds comes from a search for � rays originating from
10 dwarf galaxies in the Milky Way over a 24 month period [3]. For annihilation to W bosons and
m� ' 130 GeV the bound is

�WW v . 10�25 cm3/s (Fermi dwarf Galaxy constraint). (8)

The constraint from stacked dwarfs rules out large regions of parameter space for models that can
potentially explain the 130 GeV � line. In the MSSM, for example, assuming the neutralino makes
up all the dark matter, this constraint rules out all models with 1

2��Zv +���v & O �
10�28 cm3/s

�
,

except for wino-bino mixed neutralinos.
Here, we derive a constraint on the ratio of the number of continuum photons to the number of

photons in the peak using the data from the Galactic Center. Specifically, we constrain the ratio

Rth ⌘ �ann

2 ��� + ��Z

, (9)

Typically have annihilations to other SM states

���WW, bb̄, ��, µµ

Often tree-level and much larger
Frequently produce many photons

For a specific final state can set a limit on

From the exact same region  
no astrophysics uncertainty
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Supersaturation Constraint

Choose the Optimal Bin For Each Final State
WW, ZZ ~ 10-20 GeV b b ~ 5-15 GeV

!!~ 55-65 GeV ""~ 85-94 GeV

Should over predict measured photons!

Very conservative constraint: allows signal to 
be 100% of measurement at 1 energy 
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where 2� lnL = ��2 and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) is the number of fit parameters.
In Fig. 2, the 1, 2, and 3 � contours are given by � lnL = 1.76, 4.01, and 7.08 (3 d.o.f.). The
respective contours are � lnL = 2.36, 4.86, and 8.13 (4 d.o.f.) for Fig. 5.

Next, we use this statistical procedure to show that the photon spectrum in the region of interest
is consistent with the presence of a photon line. For now, we assume that the photon continuum
does not contribute to the signal, reserving the case where Nann > 0 for the next section. Scanning
over m� and

✓�Z/�� ⌘ arctan
N�Z

N��
, (6)

while maximizing over ↵, �, and N�� , we find that the best fit point corresponds to

�
m�/GeV, ↵, �, N�� , ✓�Z/��

 
max

= {130, 2.67, 0.90, 31.2, 0} . (7)

The significance of this point relative to the best fit null model (power-law background) with
{↵, �}null = {2.64, 0.97} is equal to 5.6 �.4 Redoing the fits over the energy range 80–200 GeV,
which corresponds to the energy range used in [7] and [10], we find that the best fit point has a
significance of 4.32 �, which is comparable to what was previously reported.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of photon counts in the region of interest. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the best fit model (7) obtained by maximizing the likelihood function over the energy
range from 5–200 GeV. The spectrum is well-characterized by a single falling power-law and a peak
at 130 GeV comprised of ⇠30 photons. Figure 2 shows the 1, 2, and 3 � contours for points in
the ✓�Z/�� � m� plane. The best fit point is marked by an “X.” There is a clear symmetry in the
significance contours, with regions about 130 and 145 GeV each within 1� of the best fit model.
For the case of a 145 GeV dark matter, all the photons in the 130 GeV line are due to dark matter
annihilation to �Z, which is why ✓�Z/�� is maximal and N�� is minimal.
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FIG. 1: Photon counts within 3� degrees of the Galactic Center (black dots). The solid red line shows
the best fit model given in Eq. (7), assuming no continuum contribution. The dashed black line shows the
continuum spectrum for a 130 GeV dark matter annihilating into W+W� (arbitrary normalization).
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This quoted significance does not include the look-elsewhere e↵ect.
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SuperSaturation Limit
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contribution should not supersaturate the data. It is conservative in that it assumes that the
entirety of the photon spectrum is due to signal, with no background contribution.

The goal is to obtain the ratio between the total photon counts in the line, compared to the
total number of continuum photons. Figure 2 gives the number of photons that contribute to the
130 GeV � line, assuming Nann = 0 and for specific choices of m� and N�Z/N�� . For a given mass,
the point with the highest significance is used to determine N�� + N�Z .

Next, we need to derive a bound on Nann. In order to chose the optimal bin for comparison, we
need an estimate for the expected � continuum background in the range 5 GeV to 100 GeV. In the
absence of features in the �-ray data, the spectral index is expected to follow that of the proton
spectrum ↵p (see [28] and references therein). For concreteness, we use the measurement from the
PAMELA collaboration for the range Ep = 30�80 GeV: ↵p = 2.801±0.007 (stat) ±0.002 (syst)
[29]. Note that this is a local measurement and we are interested in the proton spectrum in
the center of the Galaxy. However, this gives an independent determination of the expected �
continuum spectral index that allows us to determine the bin that optimizes our bound, without
reference to the Fermi data.

Fig. 3 plots E2.8
� times the di↵erential continuum photon spectrum as a function of E� , where

E� is the photon energy, for W+W�, Z Z [black, solid], and bb [green, dashed] final states. The
shape is clearly similar for these final states. The location of this peak is approximately at 15 GeV
for W+W�; this tells us where we expect the continuum spectrum to peak over the power-law
background.

To compute the supersaturation constraint, we take a bin from 10� 20 GeV that contains 1578
photons, and apply a multiplicative correction of 0.94 to the number of photons to approximate
the di↵erence in the e↵ective area from this bin to the bin that includes the � line at 130 GeV.
For the masses of interest, the total photon counts in the peak(s) ranges from 29-31. Fig. 4 shows
Rob with 1 � error bars6 as a function of the dark matter mass. This result is for annihilation into
W+W� and Z Z. To good approximation, it can be applied to the b b final state as well. We only
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FIG. 4: The 95% C.L. excluded region for Rob, as defined in Eq. (10), versus m� assuming annihilation
into W+W�, Z Z for the supersaturation (left) and shape (right) analyses. For the supersaturation case,
the 1 � statistical error bars are dashed. The plotted mass range corresponds to the 2 � best fit region.
Note the di↵erent scale for the y-axes between plots; the shape analysis constraint is roughly O(10) stronger
than the supersaturation constraint. The constraints for bb̄ are similar. For comparison, Rth

wino ' 200 and
Rth

Higgsino ' 700. Pure wino and Higgsino dark matter are clearly excluded, as discussed in Sec. IV.

6

To compute the error bar we assume

p
N statistical fluctuations in the number of photons in the peak and in the

continuum bin.

Excludes tree-level continuum annihilations 
with loop-level monochromatic annihilations

5

where 2� lnL = ��2 and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) is the number of fit parameters.
In Fig. 2, the 1, 2, and 3 � contours are given by � lnL = 1.76, 4.01, and 7.08 (3 d.o.f.). The
respective contours are � lnL = 2.36, 4.86, and 8.13 (4 d.o.f.) for Fig. 5.

Next, we use this statistical procedure to show that the photon spectrum in the region of interest
is consistent with the presence of a photon line. For now, we assume that the photon continuum
does not contribute to the signal, reserving the case where Nann > 0 for the next section. Scanning
over m� and

✓�Z/�� ⌘ arctan
N�Z

N��
, (6)

while maximizing over ↵, �, and N�� , we find that the best fit point corresponds to

�
m�/GeV, ↵, �, N�� , ✓�Z/��

 
max

= {130, 2.67, 0.90, 31.2, 0} . (7)

The significance of this point relative to the best fit null model (power-law background) with
{↵, �}null = {2.64, 0.97} is equal to 5.6 �.4 Redoing the fits over the energy range 80–200 GeV,
which corresponds to the energy range used in [7] and [10], we find that the best fit point has a
significance of 4.32 �, which is comparable to what was previously reported.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of photon counts in the region of interest. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the best fit model (7) obtained by maximizing the likelihood function over the energy
range from 5–200 GeV. The spectrum is well-characterized by a single falling power-law and a peak
at 130 GeV comprised of ⇠30 photons. Figure 2 shows the 1, 2, and 3 � contours for points in
the ✓�Z/�� � m� plane. The best fit point is marked by an “X.” There is a clear symmetry in the
significance contours, with regions about 130 and 145 GeV each within 1� of the best fit model.
For the case of a 145 GeV dark matter, all the photons in the 130 GeV line are due to dark matter
annihilation to �Z, which is why ✓�Z/�� is maximal and N�� is minimal.
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FIG. 1: Photon counts within 3� degrees of the Galactic Center (black dots). The solid red line shows
the best fit model given in Eq. (7), assuming no continuum contribution. The dashed black line shows the
continuum spectrum for a 130 GeV dark matter annihilating into W+W� (arbitrary normalization).
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Typical Neutralino Signals
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these masses do not provide a good fit to the data.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR NEUTRALINO DARK MATTER

Now that we have explored the constraints on the dark matter scenario with both line and
continuum contributions, this section will be devoted to the implications for MSSM neutralino
dark matter. We do not impose any priors on the relic density. The MSSM neutralino is a linear
combination of bino eB, wino fW , up-type Higgsino eHu, and down-type Higgsino eHd. Its properties
are controlled by four parameters that determine the neutralino mass mass matrix: the bino mass
M1, the wino mass M2, the Higgsino mass µ, and tan �. The DarkSUSY program version 5.0.5
[22] is used to compute all relevant annihilation cross sections [31–33]. The conventions for the
neutralino mass matrix are the same as in [34].

We are interested in determining what types of neutralinos have non-trivial cross sections for
annihilations directly into photons. This is clearly required if the line observed in the Fermi

data is to be attributed to neutralino annihilations. Furthermore, this gives a prediction for
Rth = �ann/(2��� + ��Z ), the quantity constrained by the analysis of Sec. III.

To understand the range of possible values of ��� , ��Z , and �ann in the MSSM, we begin by
analyzing the pure gaugino eigenstates for m� = 130 GeV:

Wino:
���v ' 2.5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3/s
��Zv ' 1.4 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s
�annv ' �WW v ' 4.0 ⇥ 10�24 cm3/s

=) Rth = 210; (11)

and

Higgsino:
���v ' 1.1 ⇥ 10�28 cm3/s
��Zv ' 3.7 ⇥ 10�28 cm3/s
�annv ' �WW v + �ZZv ' 4.2 ⇥ 10�25 cm3/s

=) Rth = 710. (12)

For these computations, we take the sfermions heavy and the decoupling limit (mA ! 1). In
this limit, the pure bino is inert. We will address the possibility that the sfermions and/or addi-
tional Higgs bosons are light later in this section. In the wino and Higgsino cases, the neutralino
annihilation cross sections to �� and �Z are dominated by loops involving the charginos. Anni-
hilations to W+W� are due to t-channel chargino exchange. The Higgsino also has a non-trivial
cross section for to ZZ due to the presence of a light Higgsino-like second neutralino. The pure
Higgsino and pure wino are ruled out by the supersaturation constraint presented in Fig. 4.

We can also analyze the possibility that the neutralino is a non-trivial admixture. In Fig. 6,
we plot Rth as a function of the neutralino mass from 120 GeV < m� < 150 GeV. We scanned
100 GeV < M1, M2, |µ| < 1 TeV and randomized the sign of µ with the sfermion masses and
mA at 3 TeV. Points with wino fraction |ZW |2 > 0.99 are plotted in black, points with Higgsino
fraction |ZHu |2 + |ZHd |2 > 0.99 and tan � � 5 (tan � < 5) are plotted in blue (red), and points
with max(��� , 1/2 ��Z ) > 10�32 cm3/s are plotted in grey.

It is clear that the dominantly wino and dominantly Higgsino (for moderate to large tan �) have
a sharp prediction for Rth as a function of mass. The Higgsino case is larger because �ann includes
an O(1) contribution from both annihilation to W+W� and ZZ final states while for the wino
case, �ann is dominated by annihilation to W+W�. Note that the Higgsino-like prediction for Rth

is di↵erent from the one given in Eq. (12). This is due to the finite scan range for M2. Since the
wino cross section into �Z is larger than the Higgsino case by two orders of magnitude, even a 1%
wino component can make a non-trivial change to the Higgsino-like points.
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FIG. 6: We have plotted Rth = �ann/(2 ��� + ��Z ) as a function of the neutralino mass. Points with
wino fraction |ZW |2 > 0.99 are plotted in black, points with Higgsino fraction |ZHu |2 + |ZHd |2 > 0.99 and
tan � � 5 (tan � < 5) are plotted in blue (red), and points with max(��� , 1/2 ��Z ) > 10�32 cm3/s are
plotted in grey. We find a robust lower bound on �ann/(2 ��� + ��Z ) as a function of mass for neutralinos
with a large enough annihilation rate to �� and/or �Z to explain the 130 GeV line. For all points in this plot
�ann is dominated by some combination of �W W and �ZZ ; the limits derived in Sec. III for �� ! W+W�

are relevant.

The large spread in �ann/(2 ���+��Z ) for Higgsinos and small tan � is due to an interesting e↵ect
in the neutralino mass matrix — when tan � = 1 one of the Higgsino states is always pure. For µ
negative, this state is the lightest Higgsino. When this occurs, M2 is allowed to become small while
still maintaining the purity of the Higgsino. The most important consequence is that for lighter
M2, chargino and second neutralino mixing become non-trivial, lifting these masses above µ. This
suppresses the cross section to �� and �Z faster than that for annihilation to W+W� and ZZ.
This is why the red points are above the blue line. This demonstrates that there is a lower bound
on Rth in the decoupling limit with heavy sfermions, which is excluded by the constraint in Fig. 4.

If we relax these assumptions, ��� and ��Z change at the percent level and �ann is even less
a↵ected. Even when parameters are tuned so that the neutralino annihilation is dominated by the
A resonance, the increase in the total annihilation cross section is orders of magnitude more then
the increase in the rate for �� or �Z. Hence, the lower bound on Rth for dominantly wino/Higgsino
neutralinos is robust.

There is one final option to explore. In the limit that the sfermions are light, the bino is no
longer inert. In particular, we find for m� = 130 GeV and the slepton mass, m˜̀ = 200GeV

Bino:
���v ' few ⇥ 10�30 cm3/s;
��Zv ' few ⇥ 10�31 cm3/s;
�annv ' �`¯̀v ' few ⇥ 10�27 cm3/s.

=) Rth ⇠ 103. (13)

The analogous results of Fig. 4 for lepton final states rule this out. However, we have not performed
a comprehensive scan of the full parameter space that would guarantee that this prediction for Rth

is robust for the following reason. Recall that the value for ���v found in [7] for the Einasto profile
is 1.3⇥10�27 cm3/s. Even allowing the large uncertainty in the shape of the profile at the Galactic

Dead dead dead from this modest constraint
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FIG. 6: We have plotted Rth = �ann/(2 ��� + ��Z ) as a function of the neutralino mass. Points with
wino fraction |ZW |2 > 0.99 are plotted in black, points with Higgsino fraction |ZHu |2 + |ZHd |2 > 0.99 and
tan � � 5 (tan � < 5) are plotted in blue (red), and points with max(��� , 1/2 ��Z ) > 10�32 cm3/s are
plotted in grey. We find a robust lower bound on �ann/(2 ��� + ��Z ) as a function of mass for neutralinos
with a large enough annihilation rate to �� and/or �Z to explain the 130 GeV line. For all points in this plot
�ann is dominated by some combination of �W W and �ZZ ; the limits derived in Sec. III for �� ! W+W�

are relevant.

The large spread in �ann/(2 ���+��Z ) for Higgsinos and small tan � is due to an interesting e↵ect
in the neutralino mass matrix — when tan � = 1 one of the Higgsino states is always pure. For µ
negative, this state is the lightest Higgsino. When this occurs, M2 is allowed to become small while
still maintaining the purity of the Higgsino. The most important consequence is that for lighter
M2, chargino and second neutralino mixing become non-trivial, lifting these masses above µ. This
suppresses the cross section to �� and �Z faster than that for annihilation to W+W� and ZZ.
This is why the red points are above the blue line. This demonstrates that there is a lower bound
on Rth in the decoupling limit with heavy sfermions, which is excluded by the constraint in Fig. 4.

If we relax these assumptions, ��� and ��Z change at the percent level and �ann is even less
a↵ected. Even when parameters are tuned so that the neutralino annihilation is dominated by the
A resonance, the increase in the total annihilation cross section is orders of magnitude more then
the increase in the rate for �� or �Z. Hence, the lower bound on Rth for dominantly wino/Higgsino
neutralinos is robust.

There is one final option to explore. In the limit that the sfermions are light, the bino is no
longer inert. In particular, we find for m� = 130 GeV and the slepton mass, m˜̀ = 200GeV

Bino:
���v ' few ⇥ 10�30 cm3/s;
��Zv ' few ⇥ 10�31 cm3/s;
�annv ' �`¯̀v ' few ⇥ 10�27 cm3/s.

=) Rth ⇠ 103. (13)

The analogous results of Fig. 4 for lepton final states rule this out. However, we have not performed
a comprehensive scan of the full parameter space that would guarantee that this prediction for Rth

is robust for the following reason. Recall that the value for ���v found in [7] for the Einasto profile
is 1.3⇥10�27 cm3/s. Even allowing the large uncertainty in the shape of the profile at the Galactic

Rth >� 200
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Using the Continuum
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where 2� lnL = ��2 and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) is the number of fit parameters.
In Fig. 2, the 1, 2, and 3 � contours are given by � lnL = 1.76, 4.01, and 7.08 (3 d.o.f.). The
respective contours are � lnL = 2.36, 4.86, and 8.13 (4 d.o.f.) for Fig. 5.

Next, we use this statistical procedure to show that the photon spectrum in the region of interest
is consistent with the presence of a photon line. For now, we assume that the photon continuum
does not contribute to the signal, reserving the case where Nann > 0 for the next section. Scanning
over m� and

✓�Z/�� ⌘ arctan
N�Z

N��
, (6)

while maximizing over ↵, �, and N�� , we find that the best fit point corresponds to

�
m�/GeV, ↵, �, N�� , ✓�Z/��

 
max

= {130, 2.67, 0.90, 31.2, 0} . (7)

The significance of this point relative to the best fit null model (power-law background) with
{↵, �}null = {2.64, 0.97} is equal to 5.6 �.4 Redoing the fits over the energy range 80–200 GeV,
which corresponds to the energy range used in [7] and [10], we find that the best fit point has a
significance of 4.32 �, which is comparable to what was previously reported.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of photon counts in the region of interest. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the best fit model (7) obtained by maximizing the likelihood function over the energy
range from 5–200 GeV. The spectrum is well-characterized by a single falling power-law and a peak
at 130 GeV comprised of ⇠30 photons. Figure 2 shows the 1, 2, and 3 � contours for points in
the ✓�Z/�� � m� plane. The best fit point is marked by an “X.” There is a clear symmetry in the
significance contours, with regions about 130 and 145 GeV each within 1� of the best fit model.
For the case of a 145 GeV dark matter, all the photons in the 130 GeV line are due to dark matter
annihilation to �Z, which is why ✓�Z/�� is maximal and N�� is minimal.
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FIG. 1: Photon counts within 3� degrees of the Galactic Center (black dots). The solid red line shows
the best fit model given in Eq. (7), assuming no continuum contribution. The dashed black line shows the
continuum spectrum for a 130 GeV dark matter annihilating into W+W� (arbitrary normalization).
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This quoted significance does not include the look-elsewhere e↵ect.

Very flat spectrum, no features
Tighter constraints possible 9
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FIG. 5: 1, 2, and 3 � confidence regions (filled contours) for Nann/(N�� + N�Z ) as a function of mass for
dark matter annihilation to W+W�. The ratio N�Z /N�� is allowed to freely vary for each point in the grid.
The solid black lines are the contours for N�� +N�Z . The best fit point is marked with a cross at m� = 130
GeV, ✓�Z/�� = 0, and Nann = 0. The confidence regions for ZZ and bb̄ are similar.

plot the mass range that falls within the 2 � best fit region.

B. Constraint Utilizing Shape Information

Next, we present a complimentary derivation for the bound on Rob utilizing the shape of the
continuum spectrum to fit the data. This analysis is more constraining than the supersaturation
results of Sec. III A, but it does depend on the assumption that the � ray background is described
by a single power law from 5–200 GeV.

The ratio Nann/(N�� + N�Z ) is constrained by performing a log likelihood fit as described
in Sec. II B. For a given value of Nann/(N�� + N�Z ) and m�, we marginalize over ↵, �, N�� ,
and N�Z . Note that we ignore additional contributions to the continuum, for example from inverse
Compton (IC) scattering of annihilation electrons o↵ of CMB photons and starlight in the Galactic
Center [30]. For dark matter annihilations to W+W�, the IC spectrum is subdominant to the
continuum spectrum, and we neglect this contribution in our fitting procedure.

The best fit point is the same as that in Eq. (7), with Nann = 0. The fact that the fit prefers
no annihilation to W+W� is not surprising. Figure 1 shows that a single power law provides a
remarkably good fit on its own to the data between 5–100 GeV. The filled contours in Fig. 5 show
the 1, 2, and 3 � confidence regions about the best fit point. The black solid lines denote contours
of N�� + N�Z . There is some room for a non-zero annihilation contribution. For these cases, the
continuum spectrum explains the data below ⇠15–20 GeV and the power law background becomes
important at larger energies. Typically, the best fit power law is shallower when Nann > 0 than
when it is 0.

The 2 � confidence region for Nann/(N�� + N�Z ) can be converted into a bound on Rob by
multiplying by 1/n�

ann integrated over the appropriate energy range. The result is given in Fig. 4,
which shows the region excluded at 95% C.L. for Rob. The maximum allowed value is Rob

max ' 11
for a mass of 129 GeV. The entire range of Rob is excluded outside the plotted range for m� because

If R>10, signal bump
drops in size 

proportionately

Number of ! 
in bump
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contribution should not supersaturate the data. It is conservative in that it assumes that the
entirety of the photon spectrum is due to signal, with no background contribution.

The goal is to obtain the ratio between the total photon counts in the line, compared to the
total number of continuum photons. Figure 2 gives the number of photons that contribute to the
130 GeV � line, assuming Nann = 0 and for specific choices of m� and N�Z/N�� . For a given mass,
the point with the highest significance is used to determine N�� + N�Z .

Next, we need to derive a bound on Nann. In order to chose the optimal bin for comparison, we
need an estimate for the expected � continuum background in the range 5 GeV to 100 GeV. In the
absence of features in the �-ray data, the spectral index is expected to follow that of the proton
spectrum ↵p (see [28] and references therein). For concreteness, we use the measurement from the
PAMELA collaboration for the range Ep = 30�80 GeV: ↵p = 2.801±0.007 (stat) ±0.002 (syst)
[29]. Note that this is a local measurement and we are interested in the proton spectrum in
the center of the Galaxy. However, this gives an independent determination of the expected �
continuum spectral index that allows us to determine the bin that optimizes our bound, without
reference to the Fermi data.

Fig. 3 plots E2.8
� times the di↵erential continuum photon spectrum as a function of E� , where

E� is the photon energy, for W+W�, Z Z [black, solid], and bb [green, dashed] final states. The
shape is clearly similar for these final states. The location of this peak is approximately at 15 GeV
for W+W�; this tells us where we expect the continuum spectrum to peak over the power-law
background.

To compute the supersaturation constraint, we take a bin from 10� 20 GeV that contains 1578
photons, and apply a multiplicative correction of 0.94 to the number of photons to approximate
the di↵erence in the e↵ective area from this bin to the bin that includes the � line at 130 GeV.
For the masses of interest, the total photon counts in the peak(s) ranges from 29-31. Fig. 4 shows
Rob with 1 � error bars6 as a function of the dark matter mass. This result is for annihilation into
W+W� and Z Z. To good approximation, it can be applied to the b b final state as well. We only
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FIG. 4: The 95% C.L. excluded region for Rob, as defined in Eq. (10), versus m� assuming annihilation
into W+W�, Z Z for the supersaturation (left) and shape (right) analyses. For the supersaturation case,
the 1 � statistical error bars are dashed. The plotted mass range corresponds to the 2 � best fit region.
Note the di↵erent scale for the y-axes between plots; the shape analysis constraint is roughly O(10) stronger
than the supersaturation constraint. The constraints for bb̄ are similar. For comparison, Rth

wino ' 200 and
Rth

Higgsino ' 700. Pure wino and Higgsino dark matter are clearly excluded, as discussed in Sec. IV.

6

To compute the error bar we assume

p
N statistical fluctuations in the number of photons in the peak and in the

continuum bin.

Prefers R<10!
Places tight constraints!
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General Implications
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is dead on arrival...

A lot of WIMP models are of this ilk

Need more designer models
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130 GeV dark matter and the Fermi gamma-ray line

James M. Cline!

Department of Physics, McGill University, 3600 Rue University, Montréal, Québec, Canada H3A 2T8

Based on tentative evidence for a peak in the Fermi gamma-ray spectrum originating from near
the center of the galaxy, it has been suggested that dark matter of mass ! 130 GeV is annihilating
directly into photons with a cross section ! 24 times smaller than that needed for the thermal
relic density. We propose a simple particle physics model in which the DM is a scalar X, with a
coupling !XX2|S|2 to a scalar multiplet S carrying electric charge, which allows for XX " "" at
one loop due to the virtual S. We predict a second monochromatic photon peak at 114 GeV due
to XX " "Z. The S is colored under a hidden sector SU(N) or QCD to help boost the XX " ""
cross section. The analogous coupling !hh

2|S|2 to the Higgs boson can naturally increase the partial
width for h " "" by an amount comparable to its standard model value, as suggested by recent
measurements from CMS. Due to the hidden sector SU(N) (or QCD), S binds to its antiparticle
to form S-mesons, which will be pair-produced in colliders and then decay predominantly to XX,
hh, or to glueballs of the SU(N) which subsequently decay to photons. The cross section for X on
nucleons is close to the Xenon100 upper limit, suggesting that it should be discovered soon by direct
detection.

Refs. [1, 2] have recently found tentative evidence for
a narrow spectral feature at E! = 130 GeV in the Fermi-
LAT [3] data (a 4.6! excess, or 3.3! taking into account
the look-elsewhere e!ect), and have interpreted it as pho-
tons from the annihilation of dark matter (DM) of the
same mass. The Fermi collaboration does not yet re-
port such a signal, but their most recent upper limit of
!!v" # 10"27cm3s"1 (assuming an Einasto profile) for
130 GeV DM to annihilate into two photons [4] is con-
sistent with the required cross section found in [2]. The
DM interpretation was bolstered in ref. [5], which showed
that the two-photon annihilation channel gives a better
fit to the feature than do other final states leading to
photons, the others tending to give a broader peak than
is observed. Ref. [6] has suggested that the excess has
an astrophysical origin associated with the Fermi bub-
ble regions, but ref. [5] claims to locate the spatial re-
gions in which the signal is maximized, indicating that
the strongest emission is coming from close to the galac-
tic center and not the Fermi bubble regions. In this note
we adopt the annihilating DM hypothesis and propose a
model which can account for the monochromatic photon
line.1

q e

q e

λX λX

γ

γ

+S
X

X s

s

2(q e)s

FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the annihilation XX " ""
mediated by virtual S.

!Electronic address: jcline@physics.mcgill.ca
1 For an alternative model involving an extra U(1) gauge boson
see [7]. See also [8] for an earlier model that can provide gamma
ray lines from DM annihilation.

Dark matter (here denoted by X) should couple only
weakly to photons, if at all, at tree-level [9, 10]. One way
to insure the “darkness” of the DM is for it to couple
to photons only via loops. At one loop, the DM should
couple directly to charged particles S. To make a renor-
malizable coupling of this type, both X and S must be
bosons, since the stability of X and the conservation of
charge require X2 and |S|2. This leads us to consider the
interactions

Lint =
"X

2
X2 |S|2 + "h|H |2 |S|2 +

"hX

2
|H |2 X2 (1)

betweenX , the Higgs doubletH , and S. The second cou-
pling is not necessary, but neither is there is any reason to
forbid it, and in fact we will show that it can naturally
give rise to an interesting enhancement in the h $ ##
branching ratio, for the same values of the S mass and
charge as needed to explain the Fermi line. The third
coupling is useful for achieving the correct relic density
of X [11], as we will discuss.
Decays of S. It is necessary to make S unstable

in order to avoid charged relics, on whose abundance
there are very stringent bounds from terrestrial searches
for anomalous heavy isotopes [12, 13] and from their ef-
fects on big bang nucleosynthesis [14, 15]. We will also
find it useful to let S transform under QCD or a hid-
den SU(N) gauge symmetry, in order to boost the cross
section for XX $ ##. Suppose S is in the fundamen-
tal representation of SU(N) for definiteness. If SU(N)
is QCD and S has charge 4/3, it can decay into right-
handed up-type quarks through the renormalizable op-
erator $"#!S"ūR,#uc

R,! . If the SU(N) is exotic, then S
could decay into a lighter, neutral fundamental repre-
sentation field T and two charged right-handed fermions
through a dimension 5 operator. For example, if S has
charge qS = 2, the decay into T + e+ + e+ occurs via the
operator

1

M
T !
"S

"ēc
R
eR (2)

Need to have continuum and monochromatic photons 
coming in at same loop order

Since DM is neutral, means most models will require
all annihilations to occur at loop-level
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Conclusions
The Fermi ! line Weniger discovered is
a plausible signal of DM annihilation

Can comfortably accommodate both a 
!! & ! Z# line

Continuum photons from the same galactic region rule 
out simplest models of dark matter conclusively

Using shape of background 
can constrain even more models
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